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ABSTRACT

For the past few years, wind energy is the most popular non-traditional resource among renewable energy
resources and it’s significant to make full use of wind energy to realize a high level of generating power. Moreover,
diverse maximum power point tracking (MPPT) methods have been designed for varying speed operation of wind
energy conversion system (WECS) applications to obtain optimal power extraction. Hence, a novel and meta-
heuristic technique, named enhanced atom search optimization (EASO), is designed for a permanent magnet syn-
chronous generator (PMSG) based WECS, which can be employed to track the maximum power point. One of
the most promising benefits of this technique is powerful global search capability that leads to fast response and
high-quality optimal solution. Besides, in contrast with other conventional meta-heuristic techniques, EASO is
extremely not relying on the original solution, which can avoid sinking into a low-quality local maximum power
point (LMPP) by realizing an appropriate trade-off between global exploration and local exploitation. At last,
simulations employing two case studies through Matlab/Simulink validate the practicability and effectiveness
of the proposed techniques for optimal proportional-integral-derivative (PID) control parameters tuning of
PMSG based WECS under a variety of wind conditions.
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1 Introduction

To meet the increasing demand for energy in this century and reduce the pollution caused by coal and oil
power plants, there is an urgent need for a sustainable and environmentally friendly source of green energy.
Under the background that coping with global climate change has become the international mainstream issue,
energy transformation with the development of renewable energy as the main content has become the
development strategy of many countries and regions [1]. In the last few decades, among numerous
renewable energy resources, wind energy is known as one of the most dominant and significant resources [2].
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Nowadays, distributed wind power is a natural mode of wind power development, which is an important way
to achieve the harmony of wind power development with regional economic and social development and
natural environment protection [3]. China’s distributed wind power development must be combined with
the interests of rural areas, farmers, and agricultural poverty alleviation to become a new engine of
county economic development and explore a new path for targeted poverty alleviation [4]. Besides, in a
wind energy conversion system (WECS), the kinetic energy of wind is transformed into mechanical
energy via a wind turbine, and then, this energy is converted into electrical energy via employing a
generator [5].

Since the 1980 s, global wind power technology has been continuously developing at a high speed.
Wind power generation technology has experienced the stages of constant speed constant frequency
(CFCF) and variable speed constant frequency (VSCF) [6]. Compared with the former, the latter is
relatively recent. Since the gradual development of VSCF technology, its advantages over CFCF lie in:
under the condition of variable wind speed, it is easier to obtain the optimal tip speed ratio, the speed
regulation range is relatively large, and the employment coefficient of wind energy is greatly improved.
When the wind speed is high, in order to prevent wind damage to the unit, VSCF can store or release a
certain amount of energy, so that the output power is more moderate, the overshoot is relatively small. At
present, in many areas of wind power, both technologies can play their best role in the environment [7].
In the long development history of variable speed wind turbine, doubly fed induction generators (DFIG)
and permanent magnet synchronous generator (PMSG) gradually have their own markets. However,
PMSG generation system owns the following numerous remarkable advantages [8], (1) the system has
less impact on the power grid and better compatibility of the power grid; (2) the gearbox and other
components are removed from the system, so that the transmission structure is more simplified, so that
the generator set can operate reliably; (3) the system directly drives the generator through the impeller of
the wind turbine to generate electricity, which not only reduces the cost of power generation, but also
reduces the power loss, thus increasing the power generation efficiency.

Although wind resources are abundant, the output power of wind turbine is unstable thanks to the
change of wind speed. For the sake of solving this problem, the maximum power point tracking (MPPT)
algorithm is usually used to enhance the efficiency of WECS [9], which major role of this algorithm is to
keep the output power of the wind turbine at the maximum power point (MPP) without being affected by
the change of wind speed. It is notable that wind power generation system is a strong time-varying
nonlinear system. When the wind speed is below the rated wind speed, the essence of MPPT operation of
wind turbine is to find the optimal speed. Traditional MPPT control methods contain tip speed ratio
(TSR) method [10], hill climbing (HC) method [11], optimal characteristic curve method [12], etc.
Heidari et al. [13] improved the traditional optimal torque control to compensate the given
electromagnetic torque, so as to reduce the influence of large moment of inertia on the system, and
greatly improve the efficiency of wind energy conversion. Moreover, Matayoshi et al. [14] used TSR
method, which owns great advantages when the wind speed can be accurately known. This method uses
a feedback control loop to maintain the fan running near the optimal TSR, which are fast response speed
and high efficiency of maximum power tracking, but it owns drawbacks are that it must have the
equipment to accurately measure the wind speed.

Besides, a MPPT control method with constant tracking bandwidth is designed, which aims at
overcoming the disadvantage that the traditional power feedback method would reduce the tracking
bandwidth [15]. Kazmi et al. [16] proposed a novel solution to the problems encountered in traditional
mountain climbing search, which successfully solved the compromise between tracking speed and control
effect. Meanwhile, the author designed a novel peak detection method, which utilized intelligent speed
senseless sensors, and the experimental results verified the superiority of the method. Putri et al. [17]
used the numerical change of DC bus voltage to indirectly observe the speed of generator, and realizes
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MPPTcontrol of wind energy through direct control of grid side power. Kumar et al. [18] adopted the optimal
characteristic curve algorithm to detect the initial position of the rotor, but there will inevitably be various
losses in the system, which cannot capture the maximum power well. And Patnaik et al. [19] presented a
novel MPPT control of wind energy based on the traditional power feedback method considering the
influence of the changing loss of the power generation system.

On the other hand, the continuous flow of air in nature forms the wind, which can be seen that the wind
will be affected by the circulation. In addition, temperature, pressure and so on are also indirect factors
affecting the wind. The result of the above factors is that the wind power generation system has the
characteristics of time-varying and nonlinear. In addition, the fan will also be affected by multiple factors,
resulting in inaccurate system model parameters [20]. There is an urgent need for an effective power
generation control method without precise mathematical model. Given the above problems, a large
number of researchers have been pursuing diligently, and with the joint efforts of several generations, a
series of modern control algorithms have been successfully developed, which have obvious optimization
effect on the fan tracking output efficiency [21]. Kamal et al. [22] used robust control method to control
the speed of wind turbine through adjusting the pitch angle and load, so as to shorten the mechanical
stress and enhance the efficiency of wind power generation system. Sliding mode control (SMC) has fast
dynamic characteristics and stable output range characteristics. The simulation results show that the
sliding mode variable structure controller owns strong anti-interference ability and better dynamic
performance [23]. Shotorbani et al. [24] designed the speed nonlinear proportional-integral-derivative
(PID) controller for the PMSG, which enhances the accuracy of speed control, and has prominent effect
on response time and overshoot. With the continuous optimization of automatic control technology and
digital control technology, the continuous application of adaptive control [25], active disturbance rejection
control [26] and other control methods in wind power generation can ensure the convergence of tracking
error without accurate measurement of wind speed.

It’s worth noting that fuzzy control algorithm is a common algorithm in nonlinear intelligent control
algorithm. Besides, fuzzy control algorithm does not need precise mathematical model, so it is very
suitable for strongly nonlinear systems such as wind power generation. Wei et al. [27] designed a MPPT
strategy with variable step size by using fuzzy logic controller, considering tracking speed and steady-
state efficiency. Besides, a fuzzy radial basis function (RBF) neural network controller is designed and
compared with the PI control by simulation. The results show that the former has more advantages in the
variable speed pitch system [28]. Nevertheless, this type of MPPT method owns a complicated structure
and heavy calculation burden. Recently, a novel meta-heuristic technique named enhanced atom search
optimization (EASO), which with the purpose of not only can effectively escaping falling into a low-
quality LMPP, but also to decrease the power fluctuation as far as possible. Moreover, compared with
original atom search optimization (ASO), it owns higher convergence speed and optimal solution with a
greater possibility.

The rest of the paper is arranged as follows. The Modelling of PMSG system is presented in Section 2.
Section 3 gives a detailed description of EASO. And Section 4 provides the EASO design of optimal PID
control parameters tuning of PMSG for MPPT. Besides, Case studies are carried out in Section 5. In the
end, the conclusions of whole paper can be shown in Section 6.

2 Modelling of PMSG System

As shown the framework of a PMSG system in Fig. 1, PMSG is connected to the infinite power grid
through the back-to-back voltage source converter (VSC). And the dynamic characteristics of grid side
VSC are neglected in this work since MPPT is mainly realized by generator side VSC [29].
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2.1 WT Model
The power coefficient CP(β, λ) is represented by TSR λ and pitch angle β, where λ can be defined as [30]

� ¼ Rxm

vwind
(1)

where R is the blade radius, ωm is the mechanical rotation speed, vwind is the wind speed.

Then power coefficient CP(β, λ) is calculated by

Cp ¼ 0:22ð116
�i

� 0:4b� 5Þe�12:5
�i (2)

1

�i
¼ 1

�þ 0:08b
� 0:035

b3 þ 1
(3)

And the electrical power generated by WT can be denoted as

Pm¼ 1

2
qpR2v3windCPðb; �Þ (4)

where ρ means the air density.

2.2 Generator Model
The dynamic equations of stator voltage in d-q axis are given as [31]

d

dt
Ldid
Lqiq

� �
¼ �Rs

id
iq

� �
� vd

vq

� �
þ xe

�Lqid
Ldid þ wf

� �
(5)

where Ld and Lq stand for d-q axis inductances, Rs means stator resistance, id and iq denote d-q axis stator
currents, vd and vq represent d-q axis stator voltages, ψf denotes permanent flux. And ωe = pωm represents
electrical speed where Ke is magnetic flux, p is pole pairs.

Under steady-state conditions, the system (5) can be rewritten as

Vd

Vq

� �
¼ �Rs �xeLq

xeLd �Rs

� �
Id
Iq

� �
þ xe

0
xewf

� �
(6)

where Vd and Vq represent d-q axis steady-state stator voltages, Id and Iq denote d-q axis steady-state stator
currents.
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Figure 1: The framework of a PMSG system
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Moreover, electromagnetic torque Te, stator active power Ps, and reactive power Qs can be described by

Te ¼ p½wf iqþ ðLd � LqÞidiq� (7)

Ps ¼ vdid � vqiq (8)

Qs ¼ vdiq � vqid (9)

2.3 Mechanical Shafting System Model
The dynamics model of mechanical shafting system can be represented by

Jtot
dxm

dt
¼ Tm � Te � Dxm (10)

Tm ¼ 1

2
qpR5 Cpð�; bÞ

�3
x2

m (11)

where Jtot denote the entire inertia of drive train, Tm means the mechanical torque, Te stands for the
electromagnetic torque, D denotes the viscous damping coefficient.

2.4 MPPT Theory
Optimal tip speed ratio method is a commonly MPPTmechanism in current research. The optimal power

coefficient Copt
p can be gained via maintaining λ at its best value λopt and the fixed value pitch angle β, as

follows:

Copt
p ¼ Cpð�optÞ (12)

Hence, mechanical rotation speed needs to keep its optimum value xopt
m , yields

xopt
m ¼ V

R
�opt (13)

In this work, pitch angle β = 2°, optimum TSR λopt = 7.4, and optimal power coefficient Copt
p = 0.4019.

At this end, the description of optimal power curve can be obtained as

PoptðxmÞ¼ K
opt
x3

m (14)

K
opt¼ qpR5Copt

p

2ð�optÞ3 (15)

where K
opt

is shape coefficient of optimal power.

3 Enhanced Atom Search Optimization

EASO is improved by original ASO algorithm [32] which are both designed according to molecular
dynamics. In other words, a molecule is made up of multiple atoms via covalent bonds, in which the
whole atoms are keeping moving because of the microscopic interaction and the geometric constraint
between atoms. In detail, microscopic interaction consists of the repulsive force (global search) and
attractive force (local exploitation). And geometric constraint drives atoms to appropriate position for
obtaining steady state.
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3.1 Interaction Force among Atoms
The potential energy between two interactive atoms can be characterized by Lennard Jones (L-J)

potential energy [33], as follows:

UðrijÞ ¼ 4E
r
rij

� �12

� r
rij

� �6
" #

(16)

Fij ¼ �rUðrijÞ ¼ 24E
r2

2
r
rij

� �14

� r
rij

� �8
" #

rij (17)

F 0
ij ¼

24E
r

2
r
rij

� �13

� r
rij

� �7
" #

(18)

rij ¼ xj � xi; rij ¼ xj � xi (19)

where U(rij) and Fij are the potential energy and the interaction force of jth atom to the ith atom, respectively.
And ε means the depth of the potential well, σ stands for the length scale, rij denotes the Euclidian distance
between the jth and the ith atoms, and xj and xi mean the locations of the jth and the ith atoms, respectively.

The potential energy of the atom is thoroughly determined by the proportional relation (σ/r) as
demonstrated in Fig. 2. And the potential energy can be divided into the repulsive region and attractive
region with equilibrium point of (σ/r = 1.12). In repulsive region, the potential energy would increase as
the Euclidean distance decreases between two atoms. While in the other area, it decreases to zero as the
gain of Euclidean distance. In order to expand local exploitation, more weights should distribute to
attraction. Hence, Eq. (18) is updated as follows:

F 0
ijðkÞ ¼ �gðkÞ�2ðhijðkÞÞ13 � ðhijðkÞÞ7

�
(20)

gðkÞ ¼ a 1� k � 1

kmax

� �3

e�
20k
kmax (21)

hijðkÞ ¼

hmin; if
rijðkÞ
rðkÞ , hmin

rijðkÞ
rðkÞ ; if hmin � rijðkÞ

rðkÞ � hmax

hmax; if
rijðkÞ
rðkÞ . hmax

8>>>>>><
>>>>>>:

(22)

rðkÞ ¼ rijðkÞ
P

l2Xbest
rilðkÞ

LðkÞ
����

����
2

(23)

where η(k) is the depth function for guiding the repulsion or attraction intensity at the kth repeat, hij(k) means
the distance ratio between the jth and the ith atoms, kmax is the maximum iterations number, α is the depth
weight, hmax and hmin are the maximum and minimum distance ratios, and Xbest is the suit of the optimal L
atoms with the optimal fitness values.
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According to Eqs. (20)–(23), the variables η and h and parameter L have obvious influence to F′. For the
sake of balancing interaction force (i.e., global search and local exploitation), EASO has carried out the
following improvements compared with original ASO, yields

hminðkÞ ¼ 1:1; if FitðxbestðkÞÞ � FitðxpbestÞ
1:2; otherwise

�
(24)

LðkÞ ¼ n� ðn� 2Þ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
k

kmax

r
; if FitðxbestðkÞÞ � FitðxpbestÞ

2; otherwise

8<
: (25)

where Fit is the fitness function, xbest(k) is optimal solution produced at the kth repeat, xpbest is the prior
optimal solution, and n is the population size.

As shown in Fig. 3, the entire interaction force on the ith atom is able to be written as follows:

FiðkÞ ¼
XLðkÞ

j¼1; j6¼i

FijðkÞ (26)
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3.2 Geometric Constraint
Geometric constraint is introduced to maintain the stability of molecular structure. Suppose each atom

can bond to the optimal atom, then the geometric constraint for the ith atom is able to describe as

hiðkÞ ¼
h
jxiðkÞ � xpbestðkÞj2 � b2i

i
(27)

GiðkÞ ¼ ��ðkÞrhiðkÞ ¼ �2�ðkÞðxiðkÞ � xpbestðkÞÞ (28)

�ðkÞ ¼ be�
20k
kmax (29)

where θi is the geometric constraint for the ith atom, Gi is the constraint force for the ith atom, λ means the
Lagrangian multiplier, and β stands for the multiplier weight.

3.3 Atomic Motion for Searching
Each atom will move to an updated location under the combined action of interaction forces and

geometric constraints. The acceleration of each atom according to Newton’s second law can be given by

aiðkÞ ¼ FiðkÞ þ GiðkÞ
miðkÞ ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n (30)

MiðkÞ ¼ e

FitðxbestðkÞÞ � FitðxiðkÞÞ
FitðxworstðkÞÞ � FitðxbestðkÞÞ (31)

miðkÞ ¼ MiðkÞPn
j¼1 MjðkÞ (32)

where mi(k) stands for the mass of the ith atom during the kth repeat, xworst(k) means the worst solution
generated at the kth repeat.

The position of each atom can be denoted by

viðk þ 1Þ ¼ c � viðkÞ þ aiðkÞ (33)

xiðk þ 1Þ ¼ xiðkÞ þ viðk þ 1Þ (34)

where vi(k) is the speed rate of the ith atom at the kth iteration, and c is a stochastic number uniformly
distributed within the scope of [0,1].

4 EASO Based ID Controller Parameters Tuning

4.1 Optimization Structure
Fig. 4 gives the EASO based PID control structure of PMSG, where v�d and v�q are references of final

output voltage of d-q axis, v0d and v0q are compensation items. And the equation of the above variables
which are modulated by the sinusoidal pulse width modulation (SPWM), yields

v�d ¼ v0d � xeLqiq (35)

v�q ¼ v0q þ xeLdid þ xe�f (36)

EASO is used to optimize the parameters of three PID control loops in Fig. 4. And the optimization
function considers minimum control error and control costs under three cases (step-variation of wind,
low-frequency random-variation wind, and high-frequency random-variation wind), as follows:
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Minimize f ðxÞ ¼
X

Three cases

Z T

0
ðjid � i�dj þ jxm � x�

mj þ x1jVqj þ x2jVdjÞdt (37)

subject to

Kmin
Pi � KPi � Kmax

Pi
Kmin
Ii � KIi � Kmax

Ii
Kmin
Di � KDi � Kmax

Di
vmin
wind � vwind � vmax

wind
imin
d � id � imax

d
Vmin
d � Vd � Vmax

d
Vmin
q � Vq � Vmax

q

8>>>>>>>><
>>>>>>>>:

; i ¼ 1; 2; 3 (38)

where the value range of proportional gains KPi, integral gain KIi, and differential gains KDi are [0,1000],
[0,1000], and [0,200], respectively. Moreover, simulation time T = 25 s, wind speed vwind varies between
8 m/s and 12 m/s, and weight coefficient ω1 =ω2 = 0.25.

And the convergence criterion of EASO can be given as

jFk � Fk�1j � e (39)

where ε=10−6 is convergence error, Fk and Fk−1 are the fitness function value of the kth repeat and (k−1)th
repeat, respectively.
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Figure 4: The optimization structure of EASO based PID control for PMSG
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At this end, the designed PID controllers for PMSG are expressed as follows:

v�d ¼ KP1ðid � i�dÞ þ KI1
R ðid � i�dÞdt þ KD1

dðid � i�dÞ
dt

� xeLqiq

v�q ¼ KP3ðiq � i�qÞ þ KI3
R ðiq � i�qÞdt þ KD3

dðiq � i�qÞ
dt

þ xeLdid þ xe�f

i�q ¼ KP2ðxm � x�
mÞ þ KI2

R ðxm � x�
mÞdt þ KD2

dðxm � x�
mÞ

dt

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

(40)

4.2 Overall Flowchart
The overall flowchart of EASO based PID control for PMSG is denoted in Fig. 5.

5 Case Studies

The described EASO is compared with genetic optimization (GA) [34] and particle swarm optimization
(PSO) [35] in three cases, namely, step-variation of wind speed, low-frequency random wind, and high-
frequency random wind. Specially, step-variation of wind speed signals are obtained by step module of
MATLAB/Simulink, and random wind signals are generated by designed random signal module which
can be consulted in literature [36]. Meanwhile, the initial solutions are randomly selected from the
feasible region to cover the larger search area, as follows:

x0di ¼ lbd þ rðubd � lbdÞ; d ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; Di ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n (41)

where x0di stands for the original value of the dth dimension of the ith individual, ubd and lbd are the lower
range and upper range of the dth dimension, rmeans a stochastic number from [0,1],D denotes the number of
controllable variables, and n stands for the population size with n = 100.
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Figure 5: The entire flowchart of EASO based PID control for PMSG
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The optimal PID controller parameters obtained by three algorithms after 30 runs are depicted in Table 1,
and the PMSG system parameters can be founded in literature [37]. Note that the PID parameters are obtained
by offline optimization due to the time-consuming process of MPPT for PMSG. Specially, the total fitness
function of optimization algorithm under three cases are given in Eqs. (37) and (38). Then, optimization
algorithm is adopted to tune PID parameters based on fitness function in each iteration until the
convergence condition (39) is satisfied. The q-axis voltage Vq and d-axis voltage Vd are limited to [−0.65,
0.65] (p.u.). Lastly, the simulation is constructed on MATLAB/Simulink 2019a with IntelR CoreTMi5 at
2.5 GHz and 16 GB RAM of a personal computer.

5.1 Step-Variation of Wind
Four successive step-variation wind speed signals from 8 m/s to 12 m/s are exected to WECS, and

the simulation outcomes of three algorithms are given in Fig. 6. Obviously, EASO owns the fastest
tracking rate and the smallest tracking error of mechanical rotation speed ωm, active power Pe and d-axis
current id. Especially, the convergence time of Pe of GA, PSO, and EASO during the second step-
variation are 3.04, 3.98, and 4.12 s, respectively. The maximum overshoot of ωm of GA, PSO, and EASO
during the third step-variation are 5.93%, 3.93% and 1.20%, respectively. And the maximum overshoot
of id of GA, PSO, and EASO from t = 10 s to t = 15 s are 12.23%, 10.21% and 4.56%, respectively.
Moreover, the power coefficient CPof EASO is the largest which can capture the largest wind energy.

Table 1: The optimal PID control parameters generated by three techniques in 30 repeats

Technique KP1 KI1 KD1 KP2 KI2 KD2 KP3 KI3 KD3

GA 766.63 542.36 38.73 155.63 81.63 9.21 345.63 261.63 5.63

PSO 796.74 631.53 80.25 187.36 69.52 8.15 353.35 239.52 4.15

EASO 868.36 501.63 112.52 204.52 102.52 6.14 268.24 218.25 8.21

Figure 6: The simulation outcomes of three algorithms under step-variation of wind
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5.2 Low-Frequency Random-Variation Wind
The low-frequency random-variation wind signals from 7 m/s to 11 m/s is exhibited in Fig. 7. And the

simulation outcomes under such case are given in Fig. 8. One can easily find that EASO has the largest CP

compared with other methods, which demonstrates the best MPPT performance. And EASO shows the
smallest oscillation of all the controlled variables during the whole simulation time due to the adaptive
update of dynamic optimization results based on Euclidian distance ratio.

Figure 7: Low-frequency random-variation wind signals

Figure 8: The simulation outcomes of three algorithms under low-frequency random-variation wind
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5.3 High-Frequency Random Wind
In this case, the high-frequency random-variation wind signals from 6 m/s to 12 m/s (see in Fig. 9) is

implemented to WECS to further evaluate MPPT performance of three methods. Fig. 10 denotes the
simulation outcomes of this case. It is worth noting that EASO also can keep CP at its optimal value and
get the smallest overshoot of ωm, Pe, and id during the whole simulation time thanks to its appropriate
balance between global search and local exploration.

Figure 9: High-frequency random-variation wind signals

Figure 10: The simulation outcomes of three algorithms under high-frequency random-variation wind
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5.4 Statistic Analysis
Integral absolute error (IAE) indices describe the error accumulation of controlled variable relative to its

reference value over a period of time Twhich is widely used in the quantitative analysis of control error. And
the smaller of IAE value means the smaller whole control error. Table 2 lists the IAE indices of the above
three algorithms with 3% measurement errors in three cases. Besides, IAEx ¼ T

0 jx� x�jdt where the
simulation time T = 25 s and x� means the reference value of x. It is clear that EASO obtains the smallest
IAE indices which indicates the best tracking performance. Specially, the IAEId of EASO is only 69.50%
and 81.33% of that of GA and PSO in step-variation of wind. The IAEId of EASO is only 91.07% and
86.18% of that of GA and PSO in low-frequency random-variation wind. What’s more, Fig. 11 provides
the overall control costs of four methods in the above cases with 3% measurement errors. Obviously,
EASO owns the smallest whole control costs in all cases compared with other techniques. Specially, the
overall control costs of EASO is 93.81% and 90.83% of that of GA and PSO in low-frequency random-
variation wind.

6 Conclusions

Wind energy, as a gift of nature, is a green and pollution-free energy that can be used, which also has
played an increasingly significant role in power generation. However, wind power system is a very complex
nonlinear time-varying system, how to realize the MPPT control of WECS is very meaningful. Although a
large number of MPPT strategies have been developed for PMSG based WECS, these techniques are
basically less efficient and difficult in searching the MPP. In this paper, a novel and prominent

Table 2: IAE indices of four methods generated in three cases (p.u.)

Case IAE indices GA PSO EASO

Step-variation of wind IAEId 0.2131 0.1821 0.1481

IAEωr 0.3798 0.4235 0.3235

Low-frequency random-variation wind IAEId 0.1814 0.1917 0.1652

IAEωr 0.8063 0.797 0.6845

High-frequency random-variation wind IAEId 0.2704 0.2414 0.2355

IAEωr 0.9736 0.9722 0.9403
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Figure 11: The entire control costs of four techniques generated in three cases (p.u.)
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meta-heuristic algorithm named EASO is adopted for optimal power extraction of PMSG based WECS,
which major novelties/outcomes can be summarized as follows:

(1) In contrast to typical MPPT technique (namely, GA and PSO), EASO can efficiently escape being
sinking into low-quality LMPP for PMSG based WECS since it owns a strong global search ability;

(2) Compared with independent meta-heuristic algorithms, EASO can successfully obtain a dynamic
balance between global exploration and local exploitation because it can adaptively adjust the
weight between the exploration and exploitation based on the dynamic optimization results.
Therefore, FASO is more prone to converge to a higher-quality optimal solution with a faster
speed for MPPT under varieties of wind speed profiles;

(3) EASO is adopted for optimal PID control parameters tuning of PMSG based WECS for MPPT under
varying wind conditions. Three case studies through Matlab/Simulink verify that EASO possesses
the lowest tracking error and control costs in all cases vs. that of GA and PSO;

(4) Notable that EASO obtains the smallest IAE indices which indicates the best tracking performance.
Specially, the IAE of EASO is only 69.50% and 81.33% of that of GA and PSO in step-variation of
wind. Moreover, the IAEωr of EASO is only 96.58% and 96.72% of that of GA and PSO in high-
frequency random-variation wind.

Future studies will focus on the following aspects:

(1) This paper mainly carries on the theoretical analysis of WECS based on PMSG. Compared with the
real wind power generation system, the established model still own some defects. The two wind
conditions adopted are relatively single and have not yet accurately simulated the natural wind
conditions. How to achieve maximum wind energy tracking under natural wind conditions still
needs further research;

(2) Comprehensive experiments like hardware-in-the-loop (HIL) experiment based on a dSpace will be
carried out to confirm the practicality and meliority of EASO.
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